
COMPARE AND CONTRAST TWO LEADERS

The aim of this paper is to compare and contrast two leaders: Steve Job who was a business leader for Apple Company
and Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi.

Though rate of production with a democratic style of leadership might be slower than in an autocratic due to
low supervision, it could be disputed that workers can work more freely as there is less stress to perform.
Edgar Hoover, the director of the FBI. They are also both against the drilling for oil in Alaska's Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge and both support scientific research into more energy sources. Raymond T.
Similarly, Steve Jobs believed that it was his duty to turn the Apple Company through open uping new
merchandises and services through changeless invention. This paper will look at three different leadership
styles and famous leaders who are known for those leadership styles. On the other hand Steve Jobs started
apple computer which is hardware making company. They set many illustrations for several states and
companies to follow. Gates adopting the changes very fast that are his enthusiasm vision and hard working
give him the success. The first is an ancient Egyptian statuette named The Offering Bearer which was
discovered about in the tomb of Meketre in Thebes and appears to have been made around B. He first faced
the segregation when he could not continue his education in the University of Maryland. All the Marches and
protests, in peculiar, the Salt March were unbelievable symbolism of heroism and gallantry. Furthermore,
Gandhi fought diligently to stop the issue of favoritism among the lower category in the Hindu faith. Related
Ads. His righteousness, transparence and philanthropic temperament automatically attracted many followings.
Obama is a democratic member of the United States Senate from Illinois and was the nominated the
presidential candidate for the Democratic Party in the presidential election. He ensured that the employees
worked towards his vision which was to visualize a better universe of improved services and merchandises.
Irregardless of their similarities and differences, these two men remain great leaders in the United States as
portrayed by the work they have done for the good of all citizens. McCain is also against public borrowing
that Obama supports and instead, McCain proposes that the state on the issues of housing crisis should
guarantee for mortgages and students loans. In , Oprah became the first African-American woman to reach
billionaire status, according to Forbes Magazine. Both styles of leadership are similar in the way that ideas
need to be thought of before taking the next best course of action. Since he had study in England and would
hold known the effect of interrupting the jurisprudence. You will be asked to discuss their journeys as
practitioners and their contributions. Each chapter relates to a successful, innovative business professional.
Research conducted by Eagly and Johnson, scrutinized the relationship between leadership style and gender.
McCain also assumes a no surrender approach to the issue. After the boycott in Montgomery Rosa continued
her work as civil rights leader, in she has got the Medal of Freedom, the highest honor that the U. On the
contrary, in a democratic workplace good communication skills are vital in becoming a successful leader.
Rosa with her unstained reputation was the ideal plaintiff for the case against state. He believed in populating
a simple life with merely the basic necessities. He merely believed really strongly in something and fought
indefatigably to accomplish it. Mahatma Gandhi was a more effectual leader in footings of how he fought for
his followings because he had a passion to contend for people who suffered inequality and favoritism. His
natural ability to ever talk the truth was another outstanding quality of Gandhi. Raymond T. From to present,
Oprah Winfrey has proven to be one of the greatest female business leaders in American history. He
volitionally inherited the support of many Indian citizens against the battle of this absolutism. I will firstly see
if there is a distinction between leadership and management as suggested by John Kotter who goes on further
to stress that organisations require both a leader and a manager but the function can be provided by a single
individual. The comparing between two great leaders: Mahatma Gandhi and Steve Jobs In beginning, I would
state that both leaders were great at animating and actuating others. Second Gandhi and Steve Jobs construct
relationships with their followings through their leading manners, which enabled them to put to death their
visions of being successful leaders. There are five main types of leadership styles and leaders tend to fall into
one of them. According to Cherry, n. S Navy from to 


